YOUR PANTOMIME PACK
Your Tickets

Are you joining us at the ball?
Thank the Fairy Godfather later...

The Annual Royal Ball
Hosted by Prince Charming at the Palace
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Snow is falling
All around me
Children playing
Having fun

It's the season
Love and understanding
Merry Christmas everyone

Time for parties and celebration
People dancing all night long
Time from presents
And exchanging kisses
Time for singing Christmas songs

We're gonna have a party tonight
I'm gonna find that girl underneath the mistletoe
We'll kiss by candlelight

Snow is falling
All around me
Children playing
Having fun
It's the season
Love and understanding
Merry Christmas everyone
Merry Christmas everyone
Merry Christmas everyone
LEVELS OF ACTIVITIES

Buttons
Easy

Cinderella
Medium

Fairy Godfather
Hard
Why was Cinderella bad at tennis?
Because her coach was a pumpkin.
CROSSWORD 3

T N K R L Z D R L E W Y C I G
U G L Y W U F R T G S L G I B
N Y S X R L F H L B Z P F W
K B A L L G O W N G N B X D H
H B Y V N U R E C S I L A X R
Q A O U Z K G A Z T L U T U C
C U E F S A B B L E K P G K C
J R E A I Q R O P P N Y F R H
Z A A R Y H I S P M O X A X W
I N R Z S L P C I O U F Z Y Z
L A H K V J R F V T F Y S A V
C Y F J S E C Y U H T Q J V Z
I W A U I W I C K D E D S G U
S T E P S I S T E R S U M T M
V X Z R Y F N R A W B O M T

STEPSISTERS
UGLY
SPELL
CARRIAGE
BALLGOWN
WICKED
STEPSMOTHER

POP QUIZ

1. Who does Cinderella live with?

2. What does the Fairy Godfather turn into a carriage?

3. What is the Prince's name?

4. What time does Cinderella have to leave the ball before?

5. Who is Cinderella's best friend?

6. What is the name of the Prince's dashing and loyal servant?

7. What does Cinderella leave behind?

8. How does the Prince find Cinderella after she runs away from the ball?

9. Who is the meanest person in the Cinderella pantomime?

10. How many stepsisters does Cinderella have?
Help Cinderella find her glass slipper!

Hint: Avoid the pumpkins.

Help me get to my carriage!

Why was Cinderella's broom running late?
It over-swept.
Help the Prince find Cinderella!

Hint: Get to the glass slipper first. Then look for Cinderella.

My sister wanted a Cinderella themed party
So I invited her friends and made them clean my house.
DRAW CINDERELLA AND SHARE IT ON INSTAGRAM 📸 WITH #PantosBack
CHARACTERS

Cinderella

The star of the show. Cinderella is the sweetest and most wonderful person in the whole world. She dreams of finding her one true love and finally breaking away from her wicked stepmother and her two less-than-gorgeous stepsisters.

Will Cinders get to the ball? How will she get away from her evil stepfamily? Will she find love? How many questions can I ask in a row before I start sounding crazy?!

LIKES 🎵 🌈 🍀
DISLIKES 🧼

Buttons

Think of the most handsome, clever and charming man in the world. And then forget about him because I'm going to tell you about Buttons.

Buttons is a lovable buffoon. He is not the smartest... or the strongest... or the most handsome... and he always acts like he's had one too many coffees... BUT he is Cinderella's oldest (and only) friend.

He would do anything for Cinderella, he REALLY fancies her. Apparently that's meant to be secret...

LIKES 💃
DISLIKES zippers.
Prince Charming

Remember the handsome, clever and charming man from earlier? This is him. Prince Charming is stuck in his pristine castle with thousands of servants and bags of gold with his face on. Poor guy. Well, not poor. He’s actually very, very rich.

LIKES

DISLIKES

large feet.

Wicked Stepmother

Is this woman a way of calculating the mathematical average of some numbers? Because she is MEAN. There has never been a more evil stepmother. She married Cinderella’s father after Cinderella’s mother died and has made life horrible. She has:

- Stole from beggars
- Takes up 3/4 of the bed when sleeping
- Forced Cinderella to work as a servant
- Tied Buttons shoelaces together

LIKES

DISLIKES

global warming

Peace

Love

Joy

Peace

Love

Joy

Love

Yourself
Ugly Stepsisters

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, but all sighted people can agree these ladies are neither beautiful... or ladies. These two irritating ingrates are busy living life of luxury whilst poor Cinders works away.

If you see them, give them a really big BOOOOOO from me.

LIKES  causing a mess
DISLIKES  common decency

Baron Hardup

Baron Hardup has it all. The house. The wife. The morally questionable child labour. He is only lacking one small thing in his life: a spine. After his wife died, he was left with a daughter to take care of. So, like any responsible parent, he married an evil narcissist who put Cinders to clean their mansion.

He does love Cinderella, but he faces bullying from his new wife and step-daughters...

LIKES  peace and quiet
DISLIKES  conflict
Fairy Godfather

This winged wonder has a mission to save Cinderella from her life of sweeping. The Fairy Godfather uses his miraculous magic to mitigate our main's misery by giving the mundane maiden a marvellous make-over!

In other words, gets Cinderella to THE BALL!

LIKES 🎃☕️✈️

DISLIKES ⏰ late bedtimes

Dandini

The character you have all been waiting for. THE UNTOUCHABLE.

Dandini. He is Prince Charming’s most loyal and competent servant. He has always served the Prince exceptionally well and has never done anything wrong.

He is always willing to help the Prince with whatever he wants, even if it’s completely swapping identities...

LIKES 👨 lend a hand

DISLIKES mean people
The earliest version of Cinderella is recorded by Strabo. It tells the story of a Greek slave girl, Rhodopis, who marries the king of Egypt.

The Chinese story of Ye Xian describes the daughter of a cave dwelling chief going to a Chinese New Year celebration and leaving behind a golden slipper that the King of To'han then finds.

Pentamerone, the first written European version of the story, is published in Italy.

One of the most well-known versions of Cinderella is published in French. It is called "Histories ou contes du temps passe".

The first pantomime version of Cinderella is put on at Drury Lane.

The Brothers Grimm include a version of Cinderella in Grimms' Fairy Tales.

Walt Disney releases a short film called "Cinderella".

The animated film "Cinderella" is released. It was a massive success and pulled the Walt Disney Studio from the verge of bankruptcy.

Panto Live produces the world's first interactive and online pantomime of the Cinderella story...